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Abstract

This paper presents an interactive technique for remote sensing image classification. In

our proposal, users are able to interact with the classification system, indicating regions

of interest (and those which are not). This feedback information is employed by a genetic

programming approach to learn user preferences and combine image region descriptors that

encode spectral and texture properties. Experiments demonstrate that theproposed method

is effective for image classification tasks and outperform some recent and effective as well

as traditional baselines for the problem.
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1 Introduction

Brazilian agriculture has obtained efficient, competitive,and dynamic results. In

the last decade, agriculture has increased its contribution to the Brazilian Gross

Domestic Product (GDP), representing around 10% of the total GDP. In this sce-

nario, there is a huge demand for information systems to support monitoring and

planning of agriculture activities in Brazil. One of the mostused approaches for

crop monitoring is based on the use of Remote Sensing Images (RSIs).

RSIs provide the basis for the creation of information systems that support the

decision-making process based on soil occupation changes.In these systems, two

important issues need to be addressed: how to identify (recognize) regions of inter-

est and, later, how to extract/define polygons around these regions.

The identification and polygon extraction tasks usually rely on applying classifi-

cation strategies that exploit visual aspects related to spectral and texture patterns

identified in RSI regions. These tasks can be done automatically or manually.

The “manual” approach is based on image editors with which users can define or
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draw polygons that represent regions of interest using the raster image as back-

ground. The extraction of polygons from raster images is calledvectorization.

In general, automatic approaches use classication strategies based on pixel informa-

tion [1]. The main drawback of these approaches is concernedwith its sensitivity to

noise in the images (for example, distortions that can be found in mountainous re-

gions). Another important problem in the automatic approaches is concerned with

the fact that they usually fail to correctly identify borders between distinct regions

within the same image. Thus, in practice, the results obtained need to be manually

revised. As these revisions may take a lot of time, it is sometimes more convenient

to the user to perform recognition manually.

This paper addresses these shortcomings by presenting a semi-automatic approach

for RSI classification. The proposed solution relies on the use of an interactive strat-

egy, calledrelevance feedback[2], based on the idea that a classification system can

learn which are the regions of interest. The proposed image classification process

with relevance feedback is comprised of four steps: (i) showing a small number of

retrieved image regions to the user; (ii) user indication ofrelevant and non-relevant

regions; (iii) learning the user needs from her feedback; (iv) and selecting a new

set of regions to be shown. This procedure is repeated until asatisfactory result is

reached. Notice that compared to other manual or semi-automatic approaches, ours

only require the user to identify relevant (or irrelevant) regions, being potentially

very easy to use.

In this paper recently proposed relevance feedback methodsfor interactive image

search [3,4] are extended and adapted for image classification, more specifically for

RSI classification. This method adopts a genetic programmingapproach to learn

user preferences in a query session. Genetic programming (GP) [5] is a Machine
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Learning technique used in many applications, such as data mining, signal process-

ing, and regression [6,7,8]. This technique is based on the evolution theory and aims

to find near optimal solutions. The use of GP is motivated in this work by the previ-

ous success of using this technique in information retrieval [7] and Content-Based

Image Retrieval (CBIR) [9] tasks.

In [3] a RF approach which exploits the indication of relevant(positive) images are

introduced. This method was extended in [4] to deal with image region features.

The main objective was to use GP to find a function that combines the region simi-

larity values (instead of global features, as presented in [3]) computed by different

descriptors, and then learn the user needs. In this paper, weextend both approaches

for a new application: classification of remote sensing images. Furthermore, we dis-

cuss how to incorporate the user indication of non-relevantregions in the relevance

feedback process, an issue not explored in both previous works. These extensions

are original contributions of this work.

This article is organized as follows. Section 2 covers related work. Section 3 presents

the background concepts necessary to understand our proposed approach. Section

4 introduces our region-based similarity model using GP, including the extensions

required to incorporate negative feedback. Section 5 discusses how the proposed

model is applied to the problem of RSI vectorization. Section6 describes our ex-

perimental evaluation and is follwed by Section 7 that concludes the paper.
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2 Related Work

2.1 Classification of RSIs

Images provided by satellite sensors have been used in largescale for crop mon-

itoring and production predictions. However, there is not asatisfactory fuly auto-

matic method to classify RSIs so far. Terrain distortions andthe interference of

clouds, for example, make classification a hard problem. Another issue is to pro-

vide effective classification strategies considering the different evolution stages of a

crop. Traditional classification methods are based on pixelanalysis. The most used

pixel classification algorithm, MaxVer [1], however, is notvery effective. Several

new methods have been proposed to improve the performance ofMaxVer-based

techniques. In [10], a new method considering image segmentation, GIS, and data

mining algorithms was presented. Compared with pixel-basedclassification, the re-

sults showed best agreement with visual interpretation. The work proposed in [11]

applied a morphological filter in an image which was classified by MaxVer algo-

rithm. The results were compared with the other classification algorithms (Fisher

linear likelihood, minimum Euclidean distance and ECHO). In[12], three Land

Cover Classification Algorithms are compared for monitoring North Korea using

multi-temporal data.

2.2 CBIR and Relevance Feedback

CBIR systems provide efficient and effective means to retrieveimages. In these

systems, the searching process consists in, for a given image, computing the most

similar images stored in the database. The searching process relies on the use of im-
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agedescriptors. A descriptor can be characterized by two functions:feature vector

extractionandsimilarity computation. The feature vectors encode image proper-

ties, like color, texture, and shape. Therefore, the similarity between two images is

computed as a function of their feature vectors distance.

In some CBIR approaches the descriptors are statically combined, that is, the de-

scriptors composition is fixed and used in all retrieval sessions. Nevertheless, dif-

ferent people can have distinct visual perception of a same image. Motivated by

this limitation, relevance feedbackapproaches were incorporated into CBIR sys-

tems [13,14,15]. This technique makes possible the user interaction with the re-

trieval systems.

Relevance feedback (RF) [13,14,15,16] is a technique initially proposed for docu-

ment retrieval that has been used with great success for human-computer interaction

in CBIR. RF addresses two questions referring to CBIR process. The first one is the

semantic gap between high-level visual properties of images and low-level features

used to describe them. Usually, it is not easy for a user to maphis/her visual percep-

tion of an image into low level features such as color and shape. Another issue is

concerned with the subjectivity of the image perception. Different people can have

distinct visual perceptions of the same image. Different images may have different

meanings or importance for different users. For example, given a picture showing

a “car in front of a house”, while a user may be interested in cars, others may be

interested in houses.

Most of the RF methods that are being applied to CBIR uses global informa-

tion, i.e., they consider the image as a monolithic unit. Oneof the first relevance

feedback-based CBIR method was proposed in [13]. In this work,the learning pro-

cess is based on assigning weights to each descriptor (interweight), and also to each
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feature vector bin, that is, to each position in this vector (intraweight). The learn-

ing algorithm heuristically estimates the weight values that best encodes the user

needs in the retrieval process. In [17], the weight assignment is again employed.

However, an optimization framework is applied to estimate the weights. Another

pioneer work in this area is thePicHuntersystem, presented in [14]. The PicHunter

uses a Bayesian framework in the learning process. This mechanism tries to predict

the image closer to the user needs. In [18], another approachfor relevance feedback

using Bayesian inference is proposed: therich get richer (RGR). This method con-

siders the consistency among successive user feedbacks provided in the learning

process. In [19], the query pattern is a set of images, instead of a single one.

In [20] Stejic et al. proposed a “local” approach for image retrieval based on the

similarity of region features. They proposed a genetic algorithm (GA)-based rel-

evance feedback method and a new method, Local Similarity Pattern (LSP), for

computing image similarity. LSP is defined as a structure containing R andFR,

whereR is a set withN × N regions obtained by the image uniform partitioning,

andFR is a set of image features that are extracted from each regionand used for

similarity computation. GA and relevance feedback are usedto determine the fea-

ture that best describes each LSP region. In [21], Stejic et al. proposed the RFSP

(Region and Feature Saliency Pattern). The RFSP is defined likea structure such

as LSP. But, instead of using GA to determine the feature that best describes each

image region, in the RFSP method, there is a weight associatedto each region and

the GA is used to find the best weights for all region features.A new GA-based

relevance feedback technique was proposed in [22]: Local Aggregation Pattern

(LAP). In LAP, Stejic et al. used mathematical aggregation operators to combine

the similarity regions. So, in this approach, GA-based RF is used to find the best

set of mathematical aggregation operators.
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There are also RF methods based on SVM (Suport Vector Machine) using local

information. Jing et al. [23] proposed two relevance feedback algorithms based on

region representations. One is inspired from the query point of positive examples

together and reweinghting the regions to emphatize the latest ones, a pseudo image

is formed as the new query. The other propose a new SVM kernel so as enable the

algorithms to be applicable to region-based representations. In another approach,

Lin et. al. [24] proposed to carry out the recognition task with adaptative ensemble

kernel machines, each of which is derived from proper localization and regulariza-

tion for object category recognition.

3 Background

3.1 CBIR model

This paper uses the CBIR model proposed in [25,26], described in the following.

Definition 1 An imageÎ is a pair (DI , ~I), where:DI is a finite set ofpixels(points

in Z
2, that is,DI ⊂ Z

2), and~I : DI → D
′ is a function that assigns to each pixel

p in DI a vector~I(p) of values in some arbitrary spaceD′ (for example,D′ = IR3

when a color in the RGB system is assigned to a pixel).

Definition 2 A simple descriptor (briefly,descriptor) D is defined as a pair(ǫD, δD),

where:ǫD : Î → R
n is a function, which extracts afeature vector~vÎ from animage

Î. δD : R
n×R

n → R is asimilarity function(e.g., based on a distance metric) that

computes the similarity between two images as a function of thedistance between

their correspondingfeature vectors.

Definition 3 A feature vector ~vÎ of an imageÎ is a point in R
n space:~vÎ =
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(v1, v2, ..., vn), wheren is the dimension of the vector. They essentially encode im-

age properties, such as color, shape, and texture. Note that different types of feature

vectors may require different similarity functions.

Figure 1a illustrates the use of a simple descriptorD to compute the similarity

between two imageŝIA andÎB. First, the extraction algorithmǫD is used to compute

the feature vectors~vÎA
and~vÎB

associated with the images. Next, the similarity

functionδD is used to determine the similarity valued between the images.

Definition 4 A composite descriptor D̂ is a pair (D, δD) (see Figure 1b), where:

D = {D1, D2, . . . , Dk} is a set ofk pre-defined simple descriptors.δD is a simi-

larity combination function which combines the similarity valuesdi obtained from

each descriptorDi ∈ D, i = 1, 2, . . . , k.

v Î
A

v Î
B

Î
B

Î
A

εD εD

δD

d

D:
δD1

d1 d2 dk

...

δδ

εεε ε εεD1 D1 D2 D2 Dk Dk

Dk

d

D2

δD

^ ^I IBA

D:

(a) (b)

Figure 1. (a) Simple and (b) Composite descriptors.

3.2 Region-Based Image Similarity Model

This paper uses a RF approach based on local imagem features. In the following,

the Region-based Image Similarity Model (RISM) used is described.

In general, RISMs express the image similarity as a combination of region simi-

larities [21]. There are many ways to model image similaritybased on regions.
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Some approaches are based on a segmentation-process step. However, to partition

the image into grids with the same size is easier. Segmentation needs more complex

algorithms which, in general, are application dependent.

Thus, in this work the RISM used is based on Stejic et al. methods [20,21,22]. A

formalization of RISM is explained in the following.

Let I be aset of imagesthat represents the image database. Each image is par-

titioned into aset of regionsR = {r1, r2, ...rnR
}. Figure 2 ilustrates the parti-

tion of an image into9 regions. From each region, a set of feature vectorsFri
=

{f1ri
, f2ri

, ...fnD
} are extracted using a setD = {D1, D2, . . . , DnD

} of nD descrip-

tors.

Figure 2. Example of image partition.

A descriptorDi returns the feature similarity degreedirjIaIb
, using a simililarity

function δDi
, from a pair of imagesIa andIb with respect to the image featurefi

of the image regionrj. Given a colection of feature similarity values, a composite

descriptorD returns the image similarity valuediIaIb
of a pair of imagesIa andIb.

Figure 3 shows the Region-based Image Similarity Model used.For each region

of the image, the features vectors and the similarities are calculated by using the

k descriptors available. AδD function is used to combine the region similarites.

It is possible to observe that this structure is a typical composite descriptor like

described in Section 3.1.
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Figure 3. Example of the image similarity computation using the proposed model.

3.3 Genetic Programming

Genetic programming (GP) [5], such as other evolutionary computation algorithms,

is an artificial intelligence problem-solving technique based on the principles of bi-

ological inheritance and evolution. In GP approach, the individuals represent pro-

grams that undergo evolution. Thefitnessevaluation consists in executing these

programs, and measuring their degrees of evolution. Genetic programming, then,

involves an evolution-directed search in the space of possible computer programs

that best solve a given problem.

At beginning of the evolution, an initial population of individuals is created. Next,

a loop of successive steps are performed to evolve these individuals: the fitness cal-

culation of each individual, the selection of the individuals, based on their fitness,

to breed a new population by applying genetic operators. In the following, these

steps are presented in more details.

Usually, a GP individual represents a program and is encodedin a tree. In this
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enconding, an individual contains two kinds of nodes,terminals(leaf nodes) and

functions(intern nodes). Terminals are usually program inputs, although they may

also be constants. Functions take inputs and produce outputs. A function input can

be either a terminal or the output of another function.

The fitness of an individual is determined by its effectiveness in producing the

correct outputs for all cases in atraining set. The training set is a set containing

inputs and their correspondent previously known outputs.

To evolve the population, and optimize the desired objectives, it is necessary to

choose the correct individuals to be subject to genetic operators. Thus,selection

operatorsare employed to select the individuals, usually, based on their fitness.

Examples of selection method areroulette wheel, tournamentandrank-basedse-

lections [27].

Genetic operators introduce variability in the individuals and make evolution pos-

sible, which may produce better individuals in posterior generations. Thecrossover

operator exchanges sub-trees from a pair of individuals, generating two others.Mu-

tation operator replaces a randomly chosen sub-tree from an individual by a sub-

tree randomly generated. Thereproductionoperator simply copies individuals and

insert them in the next generation.

4 Region-Based Image Similarity Model Using GP

This section presents the GP-based CBIR framework used. This framework uses

relevance feedback which exploits image similarity based on regions (GPLSP ). In

this method, a composite descriptorD̂ = (D, δD) (see Section 3.1) is employed to

rankN database images defined asDB = {db1, db2, . . . , dbN}. The set ofK sim-
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ple descriptors of̂D is represented byD = {D1, D2, . . . , DnD
}. Database images

are partitioned into a set of regionsR = {r1, r2, ...rnR
} (see Section 3.2). The sim-

ilarity between two image regionsIa,rj andIb,rj, computed byDi, is represented

by dirjIaIb
. All similarities dirjIaIb

are normalized between0 and1. A Gaussian

normalization [13] is employed to normalize these values. So, the similarity be-

tween two imagesIa andIb are obtained combining thenD × nR image regions

similarities.

LetL be a number of regions displayed on each iteration. Let Q be the query pattern

Q = {q1, q2, . . . , qM}, whereM is the number of elements inQ, formed by the

query imageq1 and all images defined as relevant during a retrieval session.

4.1 Basic Algorithm

Algorithm 1 presents an overview of the retrieval process used in this paper. The

user interactions are indicated in italic. At the beginningof the retrieval process,

the user indicates the query imageq1 (line 1). Based on this image, a initial set of

images is selected to be shown to the user (line 2). Thus, the user is able to indicate

the relevant images, from this initial set, starting the relevance feedback iterations.

Each iteration involves the following steps: user indication of relevant regions (line

4); the update of the query pattern (line 5); the learning of the user preference by

using GP (line 6); ranking of image regions (line 7); and the exhibition of the most

similar regions (line 8).

The selection of the initial set of regions, the use of GP to find the best similarity

composition functions and the algorithm to rank regions arethe same as presented

in [3,4].
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Algorithm 1 The GP-based relevance feedback process.

1 User indication of query imageq1

2 Show the initial set of regions

3 whi le the user is not satisfieddo

4 User indication of the relevant regions

5 Update query patternQ

6 Apply GP to find the best individuals (similarity composition functions)

7 Rank the image regions

8 Show theL most similar regions

9 end whi le

4.2 Learning from the indication of non-relevant images

The framework presented in [3,4] uses only the information provided by the images

labeled as relevant. One natural extension would be to incorporate non-relevant

images/regions to the learning and ranking processes.

Two components of the described framework were adapted to cope with such an

extension: the training set definition (Section 4.2.1) and the similarity function em-

ployed to rank regions (Section 4.2.2).

4.2.1 Redefinition of the training set

The new training set is composed by relevant, non-labeled, and non-relevant re-

gions. LetIRR be the set of regions labeled as non-relevant over all iterations.

Remember thatM is the size of the query patternQ andL is the number of regions

displayed on each iteration. The new training setT ± is defined as follows.

Definition 5 Thetraining set is defined as a pairT ± = (T, r±) where:

• T = {t1, t2, . . . , tNT
} is a set composed ofNT distincttraining regions.

• r± : T → {−1, 0, 1} is a function that indicates the user feedback about each
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regiont ∈ T .

The functionr±(ti), whereti ∈ T , is defined as

r±(ti) =























































1, if ti is relevant.

−1, if ti is non-relevant.

0, if ti is unlabeled.

(1)

The fitness computation process is similar to that presentedin [3,4]. However, for

the GP± framework, the highest fitness values are assigned to those individuals

that by rank relevant regions at the first positions and the non-relevant ones at the

last positions.

4.2.2 Sorting regions

The process of sorting should also consider the regions labeled as non-relevant.

This is achieved by defining a new similarity function,Sim±

δi
(Q, IRR, dbj). This

function is defined as

Sim±

δi
(Q, IRR, dbj) =

maxδi
(Q, dbj)

maxδi
(IRR, dbj)

(2)

where themax function is defined as

maxδi
(IMG, I) = {δi(imgk, I) | δi(imgk, I) > δi(imgl, I)

∀ imgk, imgl ∈ IMG ∧ k 6= l}

(3)

Note that the functionSim±

δi
(Q, IRR, dbj) assigns the highest similarity values to
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regions which are similar to a relevant and not similar to a non-relevant region

indicated by the user.

5 The Semi-automatic Vectorization Approach

The proposed vectorization approach can be divided into four main steps: (i) image

partition and region feature extraction, (ii) identification of the partitions which

are of interest, (iii) image segmentation, and (iv) region vectorization. Figure 4

ilustrates the steps of the vectorization process.

Figure 4. Steps of the proposed vectorization process.

Let I be an RSI andIi×j a sub image ofI composed byn × n pixels. Theimage

partition processconsists of creating a grid ofn × n sub images (tiles) fromI.

The value ofn is based on the estimated size of a region of interest. This way, an

ideal value ofn is that one which makes the sub images be found inside regionsof

interest. For each subimage ofI, spectral and texture features are extracted using

pre-defined image descriptors.

Given the definitons above, the process ofidentifying relevant partitionscan be

naturally performed by small adaptations of the the relevance feedback strategy

described before. Each tile is considered as an independentimage and this process

starts by the indication of a query image by the user. This query image is assumed

to present the same texture and spectral properties of the RSIregions which are of
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interest. A similarity search is performed and the most similar tiles are returned to

the user. The user then indicates if the returned tiles are relevant or non-relevant. By

using this feedback, the classification system learns the user needs and tunes itself

in order to improve the results in the next iteration. This process is repeated until

the user is satisfied with the result. The identification of relevant partitions uses the

relevance feedback approach described in Section 4.

After the tiles of interest are identified, the next step is concerned with theseg-

mentationof relevant regions. The segmentation process of the image is performed

by using a “watershed”-based [28] algorithm. This algorithm segmentates images

using seeds. The seeds are based on areas of interest identified in the last step.

Finally, the vectorization process consists of using the segmented image to extract

the polygons of the region of interest.

This work describes the results obtained for the first two main steps, namely:par-

tition/extraction of image featuresandrecognition of regions of interest.

6 Experiments

This section describes in details the experiments performed to validate our frame-

work. Two different sets of experiments were conducted. Thefirst one aims at eval-

uating the impact of using non-relevant partitions into theRF approach. In these

experiments, we also constrast our proposed approach against a recent and effec-

tive region-based image retrieval approach. The second setof experiments evaluates

the proposed method with regards to its effectiveness on classifying remote sensing

images.
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Table 1

Descriptors used in the experiments.

Descriptor Sim. Function Type

Color Histogram [29] L1 Color

Color Moments [30] dmom [30] Color

BIC [31] dLog [31] Color

Gabor Wavelets [32] Euclidean Texture

Spline Wavelets [33] Euclidean Texture

6.1 Impact of non-relevant images

6.1.1 Setup

• Image descriptors

The proposed method was presented in a generic way, since there are no re-

strictions with regards to the descriptors that can be used to characterize the

images. Color and texture based descriptors are the most common ones and were

in fact used in the experiments described next. Table 1 presents the used descrip-

tors.

• Baselines

We compare our method against theLAP approach proposed by Stejic et al.

[22]. As mentioned in section 2,LAP [22] is a current and effective method

to compute image similarity based on the similarity of the regions. LAP is also

based on an evolutionary approach making the comparison fairer. Experiments

with other baselines are left for future work.

LAP computes the similarity of two regions based on local information. This
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process is comprised of two steps: first, the similarity of regions are computed;

second, the region similarity values are combined by means of mathematical ag-

gregation operators. Stejic et al. [22] defined a mathematical aggregation opera-

tor a as a function of the forma : [0, 1]n 7→ [0, 1]. They used genetic algorithms

to find a good set of operators to combine the similality values. The complete set

is composed by 67 aggregation operators.

• Image Database

The Image Database used in the experiments was a subset of theheteroge-

neous colection of 20000 images from the Corel GALLERY Magic —Stock

Photo Library 2. The used subset is composed of 3906 images, distributed among

85 classes. These distribution of images per class is also skewed, with classes

sizes varying from 7 to 98 images.

• GPLSP Implementation

We implement a CBIR system with the minimal requirements to validate our

method. The configuration parameters used in the implementation are shown in

Table 2. These parameters were determined empirically through several experi-

ments. As can be seen in the table, only crossover and mutation operators were

used in the search process. Both uses 2-tournament as selection method. Due to

the small population size, the use of reproduction operatormakes the population

diversity fall down quickly. Thus, this operator was not employed. The protected

division used in the function set returns1 if divisor value was zero. The maxi-

mum number of generations adopted was10, but if a individual has normalized

fitness value (between0 and1) equal to1 before the last generation, the GP run

is finished earlier. The used fitness function (FFP2) is presented in [34].

• Effectiveness measures

We useprecision-recallcurves to evaluate performance in the experiments.

Precision-Recall curve is a common performance evaluation criterion used in
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Table 2

Configuration parameters.

Population size 30

Maximum number of genera-

tions

10

Maximum tree depth 6

Function set +,×, / (protected)

Terminal set similarity by simple descriptors

Initialization half and half

Initial ramp 2 − 6

Crossover rate 0.80

Mutation rate 0.20

Selection method tournament (size 2)

Fitness function FFP2 (see [3,4])

Training set size 80 ( 3.6% of DB)

Voting selection ratio threshold 1.00

information retrieval systems that have been employed to evaluate CBIR sys-

tems. PrecisionPr(q) can be defined as the number of retrieved relevant images

R(q) over the total number of retrieved imagesN(q) for a given queryq, that

is Pr(q) = R(q)
N(q)

. RecallRe(q) is the number of retrieved relevant imagesR(q)

over the total number of relevant imagesM(q) present in the database for a given
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queryq, that isRe(q) = R(q)
M(q)

.

6.1.2 Experimental design

The user behavior was simulated by computer. At each iteration, all images belong-

ing to the same class of the query are labeled as relevant. Experiments considered

10 iterations for each query. At each iteration, 20 images were displayed. The first

set of images displayed, for a given query, are based on the average of the simi-

larity values measured by each employed descriptor. We refer to our approach as

GPLSP . GP+
LSP considers only relevant regions whileGP±

LSP , in turn, considers

also non-relevant regions.

6.1.3 Results

Figure 5 shows the precision-recall curves of theGPLSP method using different

partitionings of the image area with resolution3× 3, 4× 4, 5× 5, 6× 6, and7× 7

regions. TheGPLSP (3×3) presents best results for recall values greater than 0.3.

Similar results are seen in Figure 6 which shows the results for the method with

positive and negative feedback.

Figure 7 compares the best GP-Based RF methods (GPLSP andGP±

LSP (3 × 3))

with theLAP method. As can be observed, the proposed methods have a signif-

icant better effectiveness for all recall values. In fact for several recall levels the

difference in performance is more than 100%. We can also see that in the first lev-

els of recall (e.g., when the first percentages of relevant images are retrieved) the

precision is very high, meaning that there is, in average, very few irrelevant images

in the top of the rankings. Finally, when compared to each other, we can see that

there is a slight advantage ofGP±

LSP overGPLSP in almost all recall levels.
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6.2 Validation of the proposed GP-based RF strategy

This section describes the experiments performed to validate our method to identify

and classify regions.
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6.2.1 Setup

• Remote Sensing Images

Two RSIs are used to validade our method. One can be consideredas of “easy

recognition” (pasture image) while the other is “hard recognition” (coffee), due

to its higher level of noise. Information about used RSIs is showed in Table 3. In

particular, the sets of regions extracted from each RSI are seen as a whole data

set of test images. In this sense, theses bases are even larger, i.e., they have more

images, than the Core Database used before.

• Image Descriptors

The descriptors described in Table 1 were used in this experiment.

• Baselines

We compare our method againstMaximum Likelihood (MaxVer) Classifica-

tion [1]. It is the most common supervised classification method used with re-

mote sensing image data. LAP could also have been used, but this would require

adaptations of the method for the case of RSI. Moreover, givenalso the poor
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Table 3

Remote Sensing Images used in the experiments.

Image1 Image2

Recognition level easy hard

Region of interest pasture coffee

Terrain plain mountainous

Satelite CBERS SPOT

Spatial resolution 20 meters 2,5 meters

Bands composition R-IR-G (342) IR-NIR-R (342)

Acquisition date 08–20–2005 08–29–2005

Location “Laranja Azeda” Basin, MS Monte Santo County, MG

Dimensions (px) 1310 × 1842 2400 × 2400

performance of LAP when compared to our method in the previous Section for

the exact scenario for which it was developed, in here we prefer to use a standard

baseline for RSI which would allow an indirect comparison of other methods

against our approach.

MaxVer is considered as a parametric algorithm and it assumes a particular

class statistical distribution, commonly the normal distribution. The implemen-

tation of MaxVer algorithm requires the computation of the probability that each

pixel belongs to each of the defined classes. Pixels are then assigned to the class

with highest probabity.

• Implementation
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As before, the system is implemented with the minimal requirements to vali-

date our method. The recognition of partitions of interest requires the definition

of several GP parameters (e.g., mutation rate, population size). We used the same

parameters as showed in Table 2.

• Effectiveness Measure

The classification results of the proposed method are associated with the num-

ber of user interactions. Since in here we are interested in the relative perfor-

mance of the methods to classify or identify RSI regions in themap at each

iteration, (in contrast to the overall performance of the methods as in the pre-

vious experiment), and with different configurations, to analyze the results we

usekappa–interactionscurves. Kappa is an effective index to compare classified

images, commonly used in the RSI retrieval area with feedback. To calculate

it is necessary to create anerror matrix. An error matrix is a square array of

numbers set out in rows and columns. It expresses the number of sample units

(pixels, clusters, or polygons) assigned to a particular category in one classifica-

tion relative to the number of sample units assigned to a particular category in

another classification [35]. The matrix error is a very effective way to represent

map accuracy in that the individual accuracies of each category are plainly de-

scribed along with both the errors of inclusion (commissions errors) and errors

of exclusion (omission errors) present in the classification. A commission error

is simply defined as including an area into a category when it does not belong

to that category. An omission error is excluding that area from the category in

which it truly does belong. The kappa index does not use just the elements from

the main diagonal of the error matrix, but includes all of them.
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6.2.2 Experimental Design

In our experiments we fixed the tile size according to the common extension value

of a region of interest. Coffee crops are normally in small parcels on the same farm.

We defined, based on previous studies, that75 × 75 meters is a good value to

the size of the partition. To pasture parcels, that are larger, the chosen value was

400 × 400 meters. The dimension of partitions are fixed in experiments. We used

30 × 30 pixels to partition the coffee image and20 × 20 pixels for the pasture

image. The number of partitions for the pasture and coffee images were5980 and

6400, respectvively.

We used a “mask” contained all regions of interest from the RSIs used in the ex-

periments. A “mask” is a binary image where value1 represents pixels of regions

of interest. The “masks” used in our experiments were manually classified by agri-

cultural specialists.

As before, the user interaction was simulated. To do it, we created agroundtruth

based on the “mask”. Thegroundtruthis also a binary image. A relevant partition

within it corresponds to a set of pixels with value1, in which the number of relevant

pixels is higher than a given percentual value. In our experiments this value was

fixed in 50%. This value was empirically shown to produce a reasonable number

of relevant partitions for the feedback experiments. With this percentual value, in

average, between 6% and 10% of all partitions in the groundtruth are relevant in

the experiments. The number of partitions showed to the userin each iteration was

20.

The proposed technique to recognize regions (section [36,37]) creates a ranking of

partitions based on their similarity with regard the reference image defined by the

user. On the other hand, the results have to be a binary image representing relevants
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and irrelevants partitions. Thus, we made experiments using differentthresholdsto

separate relevant and irrelevant partitions:5%, 7, 5%, 10%, 15%, 20%, and30% of

the top ranked partitions. For the experiment to recognize coffee, we also tested the

threshold value40% because the number of relevant images in this case is higher.

Finally, as mentioned before, the proposed method is compared withMaxVer. Im-

age 1 was classified byMaxVer with probability threshold 0.8 and using 20.580

points of the pasture sample. Image 2 was classified with probability threshold 0.98

and using 43.630 points of the coffee sample.

6.2.3 Results

Figure 8(a) shows the results referring to the pasture imagefor theGPLSP method.

It shows curves related to the kappa index variation along iterations, considering

different thresholds applied to the ranked partitions:5%, 7.5%, 10% , 20%, and

30%. Figure 8(b) shows the best curve in the Figure 8(a) and the kappa index ob-

tained using theMaxVer image classification. We can see that the kappa values of

the GP method start already with higher values than MaxVer and thta by the end of

the last iteration the relative gains are around 25%.

Figure 9 ilustrates the original RSI, the mask (ground truth)and the classifications

considering different threshold values to pasture recognition.

In Figure we show the corresponding results for theGP±

LSP method. In this case,

the best results were obtained with the 10/besides being slightly better in the end of

the whole process when compared toGPLSP , this method converges much faster

achieving performance close to the maximum after 10 iterations whileGPLSP

needs more than 20 iterations to achieve similar results. Ina real setting with real
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(a) (b)

Figure 8. Kappa-Iterations curves considering the pasture image. (a) The proposed classi-

fication method considering5%, 7.5%, 10%, 20%, and30% threshold values. (b) The best

curve showed in (a) – considering a threshold value of7.5% – and theMaxV er classifica-

tion accuracy.

Figure 9. Steps of the proposed vectorization process.

users, it is important to achieve the best performance with as few iterations as pos-

sible..

Figure 11 (a) shows the kappa-iterations curves for the coffee image forGPLSP .

Figure 11(b) shows the best line curve in the Figure 11 (a) andthe kappa index ob-

tained using theMaxVer image classification. Again the GP method starts slightly

higher than the baseline. However, differently than before, the results remain al-

most steady for a number of iterations, but improve a bit moreby the end of the

process. The overall relative gain is around 7.5% in the end of the process. Regard-
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Figure 10. Kappa-Iterations curves considering the pasture image toGP±

LSP . (a) The pro-

posed classification method considering5%, 7.5%, 10%, 20%, and30% threshold val-

ues. (b) The best curve showed in (a) – considering a threshold valueof 7.5% – and the

MaxV er classification accuracy.

ing GP±

LSP , the results are qualitatively similar to the pasture experiments, thus

leading to similar conclusions.

(a) (b)

Figure 11. Kappa-Iterations curves considering the coffee image. (a)The proposed classi-

fication method considering5%, 7.5%, 10%, 20%, and30% threshold values. (b) The best

curve showed in (a) – considering a threshold value of7.5% – and theMaxV er classifica-

tion accuracy.

Figure 12 ilustrates the original RSI, the mask (ground truth) and the classifications
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using considering different threshold values to coffee recognition.

Figure 12. Steps of the proposed vectorization process.

7 Conclusions

We have presented a relevance feedback approach to classifiyremote sensing im-

ages. This method explores a genetic programming approach and local properties

to learn the user preferences and combine region similarityfeatures. The method

explores not only positive feedback but can also take advantage of negative (non-

relevant) examples.

Experiments showed that the proposed method is effective torecognize regions of

interest, presenting better accuracy than a strong baseline for region-based image

retrieval, in general, and than the traditional MaxVer method, for RSI.

The next stage of our work is to implement a watershed-based segmentation al-

gorithm and to compare our method with other region-based classification ap-

proaches. We also plan to run new experiments using different image collections.
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